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The Road Map defines

- National list of SDG indicators
- Data sources
- Data producers and data providers
- Reporting mechanisms
- Indicator disaggregation levels
- Data submission deadlines
- Follow-up
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Developing of the national list of SDG indicators

- Detailed review of each SDG indicator from the perspective of data availability and their relevance for Belarus
- Defining data sources, disaggregation levels, deadlines and frequency of reporting to Belstat
- Proposals on using proxy indicators
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National data capacity

The national list of SDG indicators includes

255 indicators

131 indicators match the global list

94 indicators replaced and/or supplemented with proxies = 124 national indicators

Data producers -
26 government agencies and organisations

Belstat - 101 indicators
75% of indicators from the national list are available:

- Goal 1 No poverty: 25 indicators available
- Goal 2 Zero hunger: 13 indicators available
- Goal 3 Good health and well-being: 27 indicators available
- Goal 4 Quality education: 11 indicators available
- Goal 5 Gender equality: 14 indicators available
- Goal 6 Clean water and sanitation: 11 indicators available
- Goal 7 Affordable and clean energy: 5 indicators available
- Goal 8 Decent work and economic growth: 18 indicators available
- Goal 9 Industry, innovation and infrastructure: 13 indicators available
- Goal 10 Reduced inequalities: 10 indicators available
- Goal 11 Sustainable cities and communities: 19 indicators available
- Goal 12 Responsible consumption and production: 17 indicators available
- Goal 13 Climate action: 8 indicators available
- Goal 14 Life below water: 2 indicators available
- Goal 15 Life on land: 16 indicators available
- Goal 16 Peace, justice and strong institutions: 23 indicators available
- Goal 17 Partnership for the goals: 23 indicators available
Sustainable Development Goals

On 25 September 2015, the United Nations member states adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. The Agenda contains a number of Goals aimed at liquidation of poverty, preservation of the planet resources and ensuring prosperity for all. Each Goal has a number of targets that should be achieved over the next 15 years. For the Goals to be reached, governments, the private sector, civil society and Earth inhabitants must join their efforts.

Let’s build the future together

User feedback: 
sdg@belstat.gov.by
Government information systems and resources

Launch: December 2018
Modernization, taking into account the 2030 Agenda

2016-2020 State Programme of Social Protection and Employment Support

2016-2020 Belarus Public Health and Demographic Security

2016-2020 Education and Youth Policy

2016-2020 Comfortable Housing and Favorable Environment

National Action Plan for Green Economy Development in the Republic of Belarus, for the period until 2020

Key principle of sustainable development: Think globally, act locally

Regional SDG lists are compiled taking into account the development priorities of a specific region.
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